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p. Tom Quayle reviews the Vintage

Kustom Defender 5H MOD
Kustom Engineers took the historically great sounding Defender 5H and 
lifted the virtual hood to tweak its 5 Watt motor. The results were the 
Defender 5H MOD (Hot Mod). The 5H MOD has a livelier tone that is 
harmonically rich, with a better sounding distortion that even delivers like 
older tweed and British style amps. Sam Bell reviews. 
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Kustom Defender 5 Hod Mod is a 5 Watt Valve head featuring 1x I-EL84 
power tube and 1x12AX7 pre-amp stage. The controls are super simple: a 4 

stage bass response control and a volume control. The volume controls the overall volume, and 
saturation/drive of the head whilst the bass response control tailors the lower end response of 
the amp. The amp has no FX Loop, but we do have various speaker outs for standard cabinet 
situations (16 and 8ohm outputs). » 
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Not spending your life savings

Lightweight instruments.

To celebrate and honour their 25th anniversary, Vintage has launched three (very s
popular Vintage V6, V75 and V100) electric guitars to This year, Kustom Engineers t
and lifted the virtual hood to tweak its 5 Watt motor. The results were the Defend
tone that is harmonically rich, with a better sounding distortion that even delivers lik
reviews. mark this milestone in the company’s history and success within guitar cr
25th Anniversary V100 Silver Burst.
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For more information, please visit: 
https://www.jhs.co.uk/kustom-

defender-5h-mod-guitar-head-5w

For fans of

The Breakdown

Kustom Defender 5H MOD
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Vintage  Modern

Specialised Versatile

Affordable High-end

Studio Stadium

Good tone at low volume

Lightweight gear

Great value for money

“Definitely worth a 
look if you’re looking 
for a vintage vibe that 
isn’t going to break the 
bank..!”

www.guitarinteractivemagazine.com

https://www.jhs.co.uk/brands/kustom/electric-guitar-amps/kustom-defender-5h-mod-guitar-head-5w


At lower volumes, the 5H Mod has a nice 
tweed-like clean bloom sound, when set 
at higher volumes the amp breaks up giv-
ing lots of sustain, with an aggressive upper 
mid-range/treble detail. It is definitely in the 
more vintage ballpark of sound. And at only 
5 watts, this mid-range will help cut through 
the mix. This would a be a great studio amp 
if you want to get pushed tones at low vol-

ume, it would also make a good pedal plat-
form for those looking for something a bit 
different. Its highly affordable coming in at 
around £150 per unit, not to mention its 
small size! Definitely worth a look if you’re 
looking for a vintage vibe that isn’t going to 
break the bank! 
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Kustom Defender 5H MOD
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https://youtu.be/UdSG4mhEf5g



